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Editor’s Introduction
I

was delighted that so many of you joined us
at the society’s 2015 Presidents Awards, where
over 130 guests attended the celebrations at the
Chateau Impney. Many congratulations again
to the winners and many thanks to all those
who supported the event, to our guest speaker
Professor John Cooper QC, our master of
ceremonies William Painter and to our sponsors
St Philips Chambers, Severn Trent Services and Wesleyan for
Lawyers. A selection of photographs from the evening can be
found at pages 12-13. Preparations for the next Awards have
already begun and what promises to be the highlight of next
year’s calendar.

This year sees Kevin Joynes as President of the WLS, we wish
him all the best in his new role and give our heartfelt thanks to
Nick Hughes as outgoing President a note from them both below.
I hope you will visit our new look website http://www.
worcestershirelawsociety.com where you will find details
of latest events and updates or follow us on Twitter: @
worcslawsociety. Contributions to the Pears Magazine are
always welcome and to feature in the next issue, please let me
have items by 4 September 2015.
Kirsten Bridgewater, Editor, for and on behalf of the WLS
kirsten.bridgewater@mfgsolicitors.com

President’s Foreword
F

irstly I would like to thank all of the
Committee Members for electing me to serve
as the President of the Worcestershire Law Society.
Secondly, and on behalf of the Committee, I
wish to thank outgoing President Nick Hughes
for his hard work over the last 12 months. It has,
at times, been a challenging year, but I was proud to support
Nick at a number of events during the year, particularly the very
successful President’s Awards Dinner at Chateau Impney at the
end of April, which it has to be acknowledged was in danger of
being postponed before Nick and the Committee pulled out all
of the stops to make sure it went ahead.
I have lived in this County for the vast majority of my life, and it
is a great honour for me to take on the role of President. It comes
at time of great change for me because it coincides with me
leaving my position as Partner at Harrison Clark Rickerbys and
becoming Divisional Legal Director at National House Builder,
Bovis Homes.
There are a number of issues affecting our profession at
present. For example, cuts to legal aid budgets and significant
increases in the level of Court Fees have raised questions about
the extent to which there is true “access to justice”. As we mark
the 800th anniversary of the signing of Magna Carta in June,
this is particularly pertinent. On a national level, The Law Society
continues to lobby the Government on these issues. Indeed,
Tom Evans and I heard the President of the national Law Society,
Andrew Caplen, speak passionately about “access to justice” at
the Presidents and Secretaries Conference in early May. As a local
Law Society, we must also do whatever we can to ensure that
we oppose further cuts or reforms which have the potential to
threaten people’s basic rights and the very existence of some of
our specialist firms in the County.
During my year as President I am keen to see engagement with
more of the firms operating within the County. The committee of
WLS works hard, with members giving up their time voluntarily
to provide support, information and a varied social calendar for
our members. I would very much welcome the opportunity to

engage with lawyers from firms (and indeed in-house and local
authority lawyers) based in towns such as Redditch, Bromsgrove
and Evesham who can no doubt benefit from the work we do at
WLS. I would also welcome suggestions from existing members
as to what they would like to get out of their membership so that
we can try to make sure WLS stays relevant. Any suggestions or
feedback would be very welcome.
I would also like us to continue to modernise as a Society and,
in the coming year, I am hopeful we will be able to increase
our online offering. Specifically, our new website (www.
worcestershirelawsociety.com) will I hope become a source of
useful and practical information for members. You will also see
us using social media to communicate more frequently with our
members in the hope of increasing engagement and stimulating
interest in what we do.
I look forward to serving you in the coming year and to meeting
as many of you as possible at our events.
Kevin Joynes

President

Rav Hothi Regional Manager
– Midlands The Law Society
will be providing a monthly
report, which can be found
on our website http://www.
worcestershirelawsociety.
com or follow Rav on
Twitter: @LSMidlands

www.worcestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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News News News News News News
Past President’s address
Well, 12 months gone already!

I

am not sure if the Profession is any better off
than it was a year ago but I hope Worcester
Law Society is. We started off with plans to
extend our membership and, although progress
has been made in this, things happened to throw us off course.
Nevertheless we began our Pint After Work events to take us
out to the further flung parts of the County. We continue to
have , what I think must be one of the best Magazines for one
of the smaller Law Societies and congratulations to its Editor,
Kirsten Bridgewater for keeping the high standards. Debbie
Brown has taken on the relaunch and redesign of our Website
and we are extremely grateful to her (and her husband!) for
doing this.

meeting to debrief and begin to plan the next one when
we shall see if any lessons can be learned to help us
next year - in particular if anyone has any ideas for new
Categories so the awards become more encompassing,
then please let one of the Commitee know.
We have a new Administrator, Sue Harper, who came
on board at a challenging time, and I’m sure will move
all our initiatives on. I thank the Committee members,
particularly Tom Evans as Secretary and James
Summerville as Treasurer for their support and help
and my Vice President, Kevin Joynes for his assistance
to whom I would also like to wish all the best for his
Presidential Year into 2016.
Best wishes to you all for the future.

We had a very successful Awards and Dinner in April
which will be repeated, though we shall shortly be

Nick Hughes

Dates for your diary
10 September
Wine Tasting
at Bewdley
Museum
30 September
Tour of
Worcester
Cathedral
12 November
Xtreme Bowling
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News News News News News News
New President keen to modernise
communication with members

Retiring President Nick Hughes (right) Catherine Dixon, Chief Executive Officer at the Law Society (middle) and newly elected President
Kevin Joynes (left) at the AGM 14th May 2015 held at Worcester Law School
Kevin Joynes, a Partner in the
Commercial Property Team at Harrison
Clark Rickerbys, has been elected President
of the Worcestershire Law Society. He takes
over from Nick Hughes, Senior Partner at
Painters Solicitors in Kidderminster, who
stood down at the Society’s AGM on 14
May. The Society, which was established in
1841 and is now in its 175th year, is one of
the oldest in the Country.
Kevin qualified as a solicitor in 2001. He
specialises in residential, commercial and
mixed-use development work and has
particular expertise in the house building
sector where he has acted for most of the
UK’s top ten volume house builders, as well
as smaller regional developers. Kevin has
previously worked in the Birmingham offices
of Eversheds, Gateleys and Pinsent Masons.
Kevin lives in Beoley, Worcestershire where
he is a Parish Councillor. Prior to qualifying
as a solicitor, Kevin worked as a Prison
Officer at HMP Blakenhurst in Redditch.

Kevin said “It is an honour to serve as
President of the Worcestershire Law
Society. I have lived in the County for the
vast majority of my life.” During his year in
office, Kevin hopes to increase engagement
with more of the law firms operating within
Worcestershire as well as in-house and local
authority lawyers. He said: “I will be seeking
views in the coming weeks from both
existing member firms and non-members
as to what they would like to get out of
the Society. I am also keen to modernise
the way the Society communicates with
members, using our new website (www.
worcestershirelawsociety.com) and the
various social media platforms, all of which
I hope will help us to stay relevant.”
Thursday 14th May 2015 saw
Worcestershire Law Society Annual
General Meeting held at the Worcester
Law School, St Wulstans Building,
Deansway, Worcester and afterwards
at Edwards Bar & Kitchen, Worcester

L-R Kevin Joynes and Nick Hughes

www.worcestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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News News News News News News
mfg are delighted to announce the appointments of Nick Playford,
Rhiannon Radcliffe, Samantha Haller-Evans and Diana Marten.
Associate Nick Playford joined the firm’s
Telford office in 2015 having previously
worked at firms in Cheshire and Oxfordshire.
Nick specialises in all issues of agricultural law
and attained Fellowship of the Agricultural
Law Association in 2009. Nick also acts on
a wide variety of property transactions such
as sales, purchases and re-mortgages of
agricultural property.

Nick Playford

Assistant Solicitor Rhiannon Radcliffe
joined the firm in February 2015 and works
within the Commercial Division based at the
firm’s Kidderminster Office. Rhiannon works
closely with Partners Sarah Astbury and
Peter Copsey and deals with a wide range
of commercial property matters, including
advising on development proposals, the sale
and purchase of commercial properties and
Landlord and Tenant matters.
HR Manager Samantha Haller-Evans,
based in the Worcester office joined the
firm in 2015. Samantha specialises in all
operational areas of Human Resource
Management including strategic HRM and
change management.

Associate Diana Marten joined the firm
in 2015 within the Commercial Division at
the Kidderminster office. Diana has over
20 years’ legal experience and specialises
in all aspects of commercial property.
Her expertise has been developed over a
number of years both in private practice and
most recently local authorities including
a Borough, County Council and shared
service partnership.
Joining in early 2015, Associate William
Rowe is a specialist in wills, inheritance tax
planning, lasting powers of attorney, the
creation and administration of trusts and the
administration of estates.
Joining in February 2015, Tax and Trusts
Manager David Insull is based in the firm’s
Kidderminster office. David trained with a
large accountancy firm and has worked in
commercial tax department, big and small,
for more than 20 years. He can advise on a
variety of technical tax and trust matters, deal
with tax compliance and self-assessment,
and provide ongoing management of Trusts,
and provide legal advice to the Trustees.

Rhiannon Radcliffe

Samantha Haller-Evans
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mfg held their hugely popular annual Spring Farming Seminars in Ludlow, Worcester and
Shrewsbury throughout March. The seminars see a panel provide expert advice based on a
case study.

www.worcestershirelawsociety.org.uk

Charities: Know Your Trustees
P

erhaps surprisingly until earlier this
year, the charity sector in Ireland was
unregulated. Long-awaited statute in the
form of the Charities Act 2009 is now taking
effect 6 years after it was passed. This will,
of course, mean months of upheaval for
Irish charities trying to meet the lengthy
requirements of the Charities Regulatory
Authority.

In England & Wales charities have been regulated for many
years by the government body the Charity Commission and
the current statute in force being the Charities Act 2011. In brief,
charities in England & Wales have to fall in to one of the 13 set
categories and demonstrate their ‘public benefit’, amongst many
other administrative and financial requirements to keep their
charitable status.

The Charity Commission’s April 2015 update recommends that
trustees review their charity’s governing document to establish who
is officially appointed as a trustee and how appointment & retirement
can effectively take place.
Zoe Perry, Solicitor at Thursfields suggests that... “there is an inference
from the Charity Commission here that charitable organisations are
running with a ‘committee of members’ but not always knowing
who the legal trustees are. In the words of the Charity Commission,
‘you cannot have power without responsibility’ so it is important
that charities look at the people making the day-to-day decisions
and ensure that this is in line with their governing document. This
could avoid any committee members being joined in with the legal
responsibility of running the charity in the eyes of the Commission”.
For advice and assistance with changing trustees or reviewing
constitutional documents, contact Thursfields on 01562 820575.

Celebrating
King John &
Magna Carta
at Worcester
Cathedral
2015-2016

D

uring the Magna Carta 800th Anniversary
week, in the middle of June, Worcester
Cathedral had a series of free lunchtime concerts
at 12.15pm. The week culminated in a Liberty
themed classical concert (ticketed) on the evening
of Friday 19th June. The Friday concert was jointly
organised by Worcester Cathedral and the English
Symphony Orchestra.
A talk was given on Thursday 28th May by Sir
Robert Worcester, the Chairman of the Magna
Carta 800th Committee, responsible for the
organising the national Magna Carta events.
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Award Winners Crowned
by Worcestershire Law Society

The Worcestershire Law Society has recognised the cream of the county’s
legal sector at the society’s 2015 Presidents Awards.

H

osted by the society’s President Nick
Hughes, over 130 guests attended the
black-tie gala ball at Chateau Impney in
Droitwich.
Tarnjeet Rehal, from Harrison Clark
Rickerbys, held off strong competition
to take home the Trainee Solicitor of the
Year award. She was described as a ‘bright
future prospect’ by the judging panel.
In the closely-fought Young Solicitor of
the Year category, the top two nominees
could not be separated by the judges with
the award shared by Thomas Horton’s
Harjinder Bains and Beata Nowakoswka
from Whatley Weston & Fox.
The winner of the event’s showpiece
award, Solicitor of the Year, was licencing
and regulatory specialist James Lowe,

partner at Harrison Clark Rickerbys.
Judges highlighted his passion and track
record in a variety of complex cases.
In the Best Individual Support Staff
category, judges could not split the three
finalists with Harrison Clark Rickerbys’
Christopher Finch, Nicki Wright from
Thursfields Child Care and mfg Solicitors’
Elaine Mason all recognised for their
paralegal, office management and
administrative expertise.
Harrison Clark Rickerbys continued their
winning run by scooping the Innovation
Award, which recognised their trademark,
design and copyright protection service,
and came out on top in the Professional
Discipline category for their residential
conveyancing services, narrowly pipping
mfg Solicitors to first spot.

Nick
Hughes,
President
of
Worcestershire Law Society, said:
“Once again our annual awards have
been a tremendous success and the
event showcased the talent, drive
and professionalism we have across
Worcestershire’s legal profession.

“Every one of our finalists were
impressive and stood out for a variety of
different reasons.
“I’d like to congratulate all of our
winners.
Each
individual
award
recognises their quality, consistency
and how they go the extra mile for their
firms, clients and the profession.”
The awards were sponsored by St
Philips Barristers, Severn Trent Services
and Wesleyan for Lawyers.

www.worcestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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2015 Presidents Awards
The Winners:

The Sturm und Drang of partnerships

Chris Makin

“Partnership is the
relation which
subsists between
persons carrying
on a business in
common with a
view of profit.” –
Partnership Act
1890, Section 1(1).

S

ounds easy, doesn’t it? A group of
like-minded people putting all their
skills and enthusiasms into running an
enterprise – a legal practice, say – and
sharing the fruits of their efforts.
If it works, it can be very satisfying and
remunerative. If not – if the partners put
more effort into Storm and Passion than
into earning fees – it can be an expensive
disaster. I’ve seen both, as a partner
and managing partner myself, and as a
mediator, expert determiner and expert
witness. When things go wrong they can
be horrible, and the partners can end up
destroying the very business over which
they are fighting.
In this article we look briefly at how to
avoid difficulties in future, and what to do
if things go wrong.
Preaching the obvious, every partnership
should have a written and legally binding
partnership agreement. Identify the
partners, their titles and functions, their
responsibilities, voting procedures,
majorities necessary for certain
decisions, and so on. I was once in an
old-established partnership where the
agreement required a 100% vote both
to admit and to dismiss a partner; a
pathetically inadequate partner could
not be required to leave because turkeys
don’t vote for Christmas. That was
plainly stupid. And it is surprising how
many practices have an agreement
which was never signed or even
completed. As solicitors well know, a
partnership agreement does always
exist, whether in the form of a written
agreement, a verbal agreement or as
evidenced by the custom and practice
of the partners; and a written agreement
may be changed by the actions of the
partners. But the written agreement
should cover all eventualities, and it
should be amended in writing when
circumstances change.
When all is sweetness and light – a
group of people setting up together,
or a new partner being admitted to an
established firm – make sure you deal
with the awkward subjects: is goodwill
to be valued? How? If groups of clients
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are to be taken over, how are they to be
valued? How to value debtors and WIP
on a dissolution? Is the partnership to be
for a fixed period? Is there to be a barring
out term imposed on a partner who
leaves? What about gardening leave? Is
there to be a fixed retirement date (take
care with age discrimination)? Who takes
on each member of staff, and their TUPE
responsibility? and so on.
It is also worthwhile to have a dispute
resolution clause in the agreement.
These are commonplace in, for instance,
a company share/purchase agreement,
so why not in a partnership agreement?
If a partnership does go wrong,
what next? With a good partnership
agreement and a DR clause, it may be
relatively easy to bring matters to a
conclusion, and that is so important: the
partners have responsibilities to their
clients, their staff, their families and their
own professional reputation and financial
well-being. So any dispute between
partners should be resolved promptly and
confidentially.
Here are examples from my own
experience of how to deal with
partnership disputes, and how not to.
The first is a bad one. In a 3-man legal
firm, the senior partner had retired and
the amount of his entitlement could
not be agreed. As well as the usual
arguments over goodwill and WIP, the
values of the law library, the computers,
the boardroom furniture were all at large.
The partners appointed a very senior
arbitrator, but his fees were almost as
much as the amounts being argued, and
his findings were merely on matters of
principle. I was then appointed to make
an expert determination of the quantum
of each item in dispute. Thus matters
were concluded, but at substantial
expense, and my impression was that
the dispute could have been settled at a
mediation, in a day, two years earlier, and
at about one-tenth of the cost.
Example two started badly, but got better.
In a 7-man accountancy practice, one
partner had simply left without notice
and taken a group of clients and some
key staff. Litigation had started, and I
was appointed as SJE to express my
opinions on goodwill, debtor and WIP
values. I had to take oral submissions
from all parties. I developed such respect
from the parties that I felt confident that
I could help them to settle if I acted as
their mediator. Solicitors on both sides
were interested, but nervous that, if the
mediation failed, they would have to start

www.worcestershirelawsociety.org.uk

again with a new SJE, since a mediator
cannot take part in any subsequent
litigation. So instead I was appointed
expert determiner, I was able to issue a
determination of goodwill, debtor and
WIP values etc, and so the dispute was
resolved, speedily and relatively cheaply.
The third and final example worked
well. I was in a regional practice and
we planned to merge into a national
practice. The deal-breaker was that one
of our partners didn’t fit into the national
firm’s strategy, but wasn’t prepared
to walk away. Our managing partner
asked me what we should do. As a then
freshly-qualified mediator, I told him that
mediation was the answer. It worked: all
partners but one joined the national firm,
and the one left behind was given his
clients and WIP on easy terms, a period
of rent-free office space, and so on. He
was so pleased with the deal that he then
qualified as a mediator himself!
So to conclude: partnerships are a huge
power for good, but not if they go wrong.
Take the most careful steps to agree a set
of rules at the outset, and stick to them.
But if things go wrong, it can be very
difficult negotiating with your erstwhile
friends, and it is sensible to enlist the help
of an independent professional whom all
sides respect.
Chris Makin
chris@chrismakin.co.uk
www.chrismakin.co.uk

Chris Makin has practised as a forensic
accountant and expert witness for 23
years, latterly as Head of Litigation
Support at a national firm. He has
been party expert, SJE, Court appointed
expert and expert adviser in hundreds
of cases, and given expert evidence
about 70 times. He also performs expert
determinations.
Chris is a fellow of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants where he serves
on the Forensic Committee, and as an
ethical counsellor; he is a fellow of the
Chartered Management Institute, a fellow
of the Academy of Experts where he
serves on the Investigations Committee,
and an accredited mediator. He is also
an accredited forensic accountant and
expert witness.
He practises as an expert witness and
mediator from West Yorkshire and his
rooms at 3 Gray’s Inn Square, London
WC1R 5AH. He has mediated a vast
range of cases, with a settlement rate to
date of 80%.

Dr Anthony K Clarke
BSc
MB BS K
FRCP
Dr Anthony
Clarke

BSc MB BS FRCP
Consultant in Rheumatology
Consultant
in Rheumatology
and Rehabilitation
Medicine
and Rehabilitation Medicine
I was Senior Physician at the Royal National Hospital for
Rheumatic Diseases in Bath.
I have thirty years of medico-legal experience, with a wide
portfolio which includes, in the rheumatological area, general
rheumatology, ankylosing spondylitis, musculo-skeletal pain,
back pain, occupationally-related and traumatic chronic pain,
including complex regional pain syndrome, and fibromyalgia.
With my rehabilitation background, I have expertise in traumatic
brain injury, spinal injury and stroke.
I was Medical Director of my NHS Trust and have expertise in
medical negligence and matters of competence. I helped to
establish the Bath & Wiltshire Chronic Fatigue Syndrome service.
I have extensive experience in the preparation of medical reports
and joint statements, and court appearances. I am willing to
undertake domiciliary visits on claimants who are unable to travel,
including abroad.

The Bath Clinic, Longwood House,
Claverton Down Road,
Bath BA2 7BR
Tel: 01225 838849
Mob: 07774 658522
Fax: 01225 743215 / 832535
Email: akclarkefrcp@yahoo.co.uk

Review - ‘The Green Book’
IF YOU ARE IN CIVIL PRACTICE, THEN YOU KNOW YOU WILL NEED ‘THE
GREEN BOOK’ FOR 2015. LET US EXPLAIN WHY!
An appreciation by Phillip Taylor MBE and Elizabeth Taylor of Richmond Green Chambers
All this of course means that the Green Book and/or its
supplements can be with you wherever and whenever required.
When you purchase the Green Book, you’re getting not just a
book, but a service and we are very grateful to the publishers for
this is where the law and the procedures are to be found.
This latest edition includes all of the most recent updates to the
CPR, including the Civil Procedure (Amendment No 7) Rules
2014, SI 2014/2498; the Civil Procedure (Amendment No 8) Rules
2014 SI 2014/3299; and the Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules
2015 SI 2015/406.

I

f you practise in either the High Court or County Court, then
you will need to know about ‘The Civil Court Practice 2015’
familiarly known as ‘The Green Book’ which we have all seen
(and come to love) during our student years.
The 4 volumes plus a CD are published by Butterworths and LexisNexis
together with regular updates, and remain the essential foremost guide
to bringing, defending and appealing civil proceedings. “The Green
Book” is the standard reference to which judges almost invariably refer
in the civil courts- you will see it on the bench when you go into court.
The work provides focused, authoritative and comprehensive
coverage of the CPR from a range of experts, including judges,
masters and leading practitioners and it is fully cross-referenced
to ‘Butterworths Civil Court Precedents.’ The general editors are
P K J Thompson and Louise di Mambro.
Known for its clear, comprehensive and pertinent explanation of the
Rules, “The Green Book” continues to provide the detailed coverage we
expect and need and which, as most practitioners agree, is the premier
publication, unrivalled by other texts on civil procedure which are not
named here! All this and the inclusion of numerous case examples
and their application place “The Green Book” firmly at the top of the
litigation tree and highly relevant to readers of this Law Society journal.

All the information you could need is contained in the two main
volumes with nothing archived. Yes, it is formidable but is a quite
easy to use work of reference and nothing if not authoritative being
presented in four formats for the 21st century. You can use it as a book,
CD-ROM, eBook and online as part of the Civil Procedure menu and
very much part of the way we currently conduct our legal business
with all the digital changes that lay in wait for us this decade.
It used to be that ‘The Green Book’ was published every three years (that
is going back a bit now). Today, because of the frequent occurrence
of massive and significant changes to the law and the CPR and PDs, it’s
produced annually and in addition to the reference facilities it provides
as mentioned above, it also comes with a supplementary publication,
‘Civil Court News’, supplied at intervals throughout the relevant year.
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Other new developments include practice direction updates (the
76th, 77th and 78th) and the new cases in their context, together
with the various legislative consequences. There is also a note
on new developments concerning fees which we feel is most
welcome for the advocate.
We feel it is important to mention that “The Green Book” also
comes with two additional paperback volumes. One - to give
them their full titles - is ‘Civil Court Practice 2015 Procedure and
Guidance’. The other is ‘Civil Court Practice 2015 Forms.’ Both
extremely useful for litigation staff.
The Procedure and Guidance supplement is a handbook to
which you as a practitioner can confidently turn for practical
guidance on claims, appeals and applications, matters which
you will encounter day to day in the civil courts.
Bearing in mind the reduction in the availability of legal aid
and the resulting increase in litigants in person, it is worthy of
note that the Forms supplement is useful and user-friendly, for
laymen as well as professional practitioners. In fact, the editors
and publishers have stated that ‘setting out all the forms in a
single volume will assist practitioners and litigants alike.’
It is interesting to quote only one small but indicative example from this
particular volume. Section 8 of the ‘Guidance Notes on Completing
the Respondent’s Notice’ asks what turns out to be one of the toughest
questions for the bemused client; namely: ‘What decision are you
asking the court to make?’ Although a difficult question for the litigant,
it is at least comprehensible thanks to the clarity and helpful tone which
generally characterizes this distinguished publication.

‘We’re pretty proud of it,’ the publishers have said to us. ‘We just
wish more people realized how good the content is! Our editor
and author team have been fantastic at making sure we are as up
to date as possible.’ Yes, they have!
Considering the ever-increasing amount of legal material the
civil practitioner has to assimilate, ‘The Green Book’ together
with its ancillary services, functions admirably as a friend in need
- which does make it an essential purchase for all who practice
in the civil courts if you have not already done so.
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Simple Solution to Accelerate
Costs Recovery
L

eading firm of costs lawyers and draftsmen John M Hayes
are proud to announce its partnership with Fee Solutions
Limited, providers of finance for solicitors to facilitate effective
costs settlement.

Kate Oliver, Chief Executive Officer, said that “……this was an
exciting development and one that would be key in furthering
the company’s prominent position in the field of inter partes
costs, and would be an important platform to increase its
market share.” Kate went on to say “……the principal bone of
contention with all solicitors is the ever lengthening time that it
takes paying parties to settle costs claims, the demands of cash
flow resulting in frequently compromised settlements, which
otherwise in many cases would not have been conceded.”
The Costs Award Accelerator Solution provided by Fees
Solution Limited offers, at a very modest cost, a simple, easy
to administer system to assist solicitors when a case has
concluded, in negotiating their costs with paying parties on a
more equal footing.
Mike Dobson, director of Fees Solutions Limited, said “Fee
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Solutions is delighted to welcome John M Hayes to our select
panel of Costs Lawyers and Costs Draftsmen and wish them
continued success. We anticipate being able to enhance their
already high reputation for outstanding customer service and
innovative solutions and look forward to helping smooth the
cash flow position of their partner Law Firms.”
For a very modest tax allowable charge, or lend fee, the benefits
of this scheme are:
• No set up Fees
• No draw down Fees
• No monthly interest charge payments
• No requirement to make any payment out of the
Office account.
• No personal guarantees required from the firm.
• Up to 80% of the Cost Award Valuation as an advance
Mike added “……at a time when even the most successful and
well established firms are faced with cash flow pinch points,
we feel this is a very timely association between our two
businesses, looking to work together in order to bring about a
Fee Solution.
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F

R

esolution say that 28% of separated families admit that they
have fallen in to debt by increasing the use of facilities such

The
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Experts & Contingency Fees –
The “Guidance for the Instruction of
Experts in Civil Claims 2014”

Summary

T

his article looks at the Guidance
for the Instruction of Experts in
Civil Claims 2014 (the 2014 Guidance),
which replaces the Protocol for
the Instruction of Experts to give
evidence in civil claims (the 2005
Protocol). In particular it focuses on
one specific revision: the approach
it takes to instructing experts on a
contingency fee basis.

Introduction
In 2012 the Civil Justice Council
(CJC) appointed a working party,
chaired by John Pickering (the
Pickering Working Party), to review
and revise the 2005 Protocol. It was
to simplify the Protocol and revise it
in the light of changes in the law. It
published its draft revision (the 2012
draft Guidance) in July 2012. That
draft was then subject to a lengthy
revision process carried out by the
Civil Procedure Rule Committee
(CPRC), and specifically by a subcommittee, chaired by DJ Burn.
The final product of its work was
published in November 2014. It came
into force on 1 December 2014, albeit
it no longer forms an Annex to Civil
Procedure Rule Practice Direction 35. It
is now simply referred to in paragraph
1 of the Practice Direction, with the
reader being directed to the website
of the Judiciary of England and Wales.

The result of the revisions to the
2005 Protocol, were largely stylistic.
Its name was changed to better
reflect its purpose. Its language and
structure was simplified, with internal
repetition removed. It was updated to
take account of changes effected by
the Jackson reforms, and, for instance,
to improve its treatment of guidance
to solicitors regarding the manner in
which the provide instructions and
documents to experts. One significant
change was the manner in which
the 2014 Guidance deals with the
question of experts and contingency
fee agreements. In this it departs
from the position taken in the 2005
Protocol.

The Change in Approach
to Contingency Fees
The 2005 Protocol was clear in its
approach to the contingency fees.
Expert witnesses were not to be
retained on a contingency fee basis.
As paragraph 7.6 of the 2005 Protocol
put it,

‘Payments contingent upon the
nature of the expert evidence given
in legal proceedings, or upon the
outcome of a case, must not be
offered or accepted. To do so would
contravene experts’ overriding duty to
the court and compromise their duty
of independence.’
The rationale for the prohibition was
obvious. Any financial interest in the
ultimate outcome of a claim would
raise considerable doubts concerning
the impartiality of the expert evidence
given. Interest – payment by results –
introduces a real risk of actual bias;
that evidence will be tailored to
maximise the prospect of the expert
being paid. When the CJC working
party issued its 2012 draft Guidance
the prohibition had been replaced,
in its paragraph 4.3.1, with language
deprecating the retention of experts

under contingency fee arrangements,

‘Payment of experts’ fees which
are contingent upon the nature of
the expert evidence given in legal
proceedings or upon the outcome of
the case is highly undesirable. There
is an overriding concern to ensure
the independence and objectivity
of expert evidence; any contingent
arrangement
risks
seriously
compromising
this
fundamental
requirement, and thus undermining
the proper administration of justice.
Experts must not therefore be
retained on such a basis except in
those
exceptional
circumstances
where the court authorises such an
arrangement.’
The rationale that underpinned
the 2005 Protocol’s prohibition was
evidently retained. The prohibition
had however been rejected. As Dr
Chris Pamplin, editor of the UK
Register of Expert Witnesses put it
this change was ‘perhaps the biggest
surprise’ in the 2012 draft. As he went
on to suggest,

‘While it is really just toying with the
wording, we must assume that the authors
of the guidance have some specific, but as
yet unclear, agenda in mind.’
It was not entirely accurate to
describe the revision as ‘toying
with the wording’: what had been
prohibited was now permissible,
albeit subject to court authorisation
in exceptional circumstances. It was
also not unclear what the working
party’s agenda was. As is apparent
from the minutes from the CJC’s
Executive Committee’s meeting of
5 July 2012, the published wording
was not that which the Pickering
Working Party had intended to be
included in the draft. As the minutes
make clear the original drafting of
paragraph 4.3.1 retained the express
prohibition,
Continues on following page
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‘The Committee welcomed the
revised guidance. There followed
a discussion on the wording of
paragraph 4.3.1. The wording had
reflected the WP’s unanimous view
that contingency fees and CFAs should
not be used as retainer mechanisms
for experts. The Chairman felt that
the advice could not be at odds with
current case law, even though he
understood the strength of feeling on
the point.’
Lord Neuberger MR, the CJC’s and
the Civil Procedure Rule Committee’s
chairman did not accept that
Guidance annexed to the CPR could
run contrary to the law. Following
further
consideration,
and
the
Pickering Working Party maintaining
its view that despite the legal position
the prohibition should be retained,
the CJC accepted, at its meeting
on 20 July 2012, that the Guidance
could not but do so.
The 2012 draft Guidance was, as
noted earlier, then subject to further
revision by the CPRC Protocol subcommittee before final revision and
approval by Lord Dyson MR. The
ultimate product of that final revision
and approval is paragraph 88 of the
2014 Guidance, viz.,

‘Payment of experts’ fees contingent
upon the nature of the expert
evidence or upon the outcome of the
case is strongly discouraged. In ex
parte Factortame (no8) [2008] QB 381
at [73], the court said ‘ we consider
that it will be a rare case indeed that
the court will be prepared to consent
to an expert being instructed under a
contingency fee agreement’.’
Setting aside the incorrect citation –
the correct one being, R (Factortame
Ltd and Others) v Secretary of State
for Transport, Local Government
and the Regions (No 8) [2002] EWCA
Civ 932, [2003] QB 381, – the final
approved draft clarifies the agenda
that underpinned the wording of
paragraph 4.3.1 of the 2012 draft. In
paragraph 73 of ex parte Factortame
Lord Phillips MR stated that,

‘To give evidence on a contingency
fee basis gives an expert, who
would otherwise be independent, a
significant financial interest in the
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outcome of the case. As a general
proposition, such an interest is
highly undesirable. In many cases the
expert will be giving an authoritative
opinion on issues that are critical
to the outcome of the case. In
such a situation the threat to his
objectivity posed by a contingency
fee agreement may carry greater
dangers to the administration of
justice than would the interest of an
advocate or solicitor acting under
a similar agreement. Accordingly,
we consider that it will be in a very
rare case indeed that the court will
be prepared to consent to an expert
being instructed under a contingency
fee agreement.’
It is readily apparent from this
where the 2012 draft’s wording
originated. It replicated its wording;
its reference to the instruction of
experts on a contingency fee basis as
‘highly undesirable.’ It paraphrased
its emphasis on the need to secure
an
expert’s
independence
and
objectivity. The agenda in 2012 was
clear: the drafting then reflected the
law set out in ex parte Factortame.
That agenda remains in place, albeit
explicitly in the 2014 Guidance.

The Importance of
Clarification
The
consistent
position
taken
by Lords Phillips, Neuberger and
Dyson – the latter two following the
former’s judgment in Factortame –
was therefore straightforward. Experts
can be hired via a contingency fee
agreement. That they can be does
not however mean they should be.
On the contrary, instruction on such
a basis is only permissible with the
court’s permission and only then, in
the exceptional case, when it would
not compromise the expert’s duty to
the court and ability to give unbiased
evidence. This clarification in the 2014
Guidance, and the fact that it draws
specific attention to Lord Phillips MR’s
dictum in Factortame ought to be
welcomed for two reasons. First, while
it the 2005 Guidance was clear in its
prohibition, it did not accord with
the legal position. It may have been
a position that had strong support,
but it was one that was not tenable
in the light of Factortame. Guidance
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that does not accord with the law
is more readily set aside or ignored.
Guidance that, however, accords with
the law has teeth. Secondly, there is
a suggestion that notwithstanding
the 2005 Guidance and Factortame
some experts may have been
appointed under contingency fee
agreements. In Courtwell Properties
Limited v Greencore PF (UK) Limited
(2014), Akenhead J., (at paragraph 27
of his judgment) whilst discussing
the conduct of two expert building
surveyors, that one of them took
the view that the other had been
appointed under such an agreement.
If he had, the court would – applying
Factortame – have had to have
granted permission for him to act on
this basis. Presumably there was no
such permission or Akenhead J. and
the parties would have been aware of
it. Given the tenor of the judgment as
a whole, it might be said that the fear
that one expert was so acting was,
putting it at its highest, not entirely
reasonable. However, that it was a fear
that could be entertained at all might
suggest that at the least clarification
was and is necessary and, at worst,
that it was a fear that in some cases is
reflected in reality. The 2014 Guidance
thus not only has teeth, but it brings
into sharp focus their nature. While
the change in the Guidance may not
appear palatable, that it refers both
lawyers, experts and the courts back
to Factortame cannot but be a good
thing.
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10 steps to prepare your estate and
finances before you die

D

eath comes to us all –
and you’ll want to be sure
that when it does, your estate
is handled in accordance
with your wishes. Louise
Lewis, a succession and tax
solicitor at the law firm Blake
Morgan, outlines 10 steps
you should take.
1. Where there’s a Will…
It’s the obvious one but an
estimated seven out of ten
people die without having
made a Will. It’s not safe to
assume that those closest to
you will automatically inherit
everything in the event of your
death – particularly true if you
live with a partner but are not
married or in a civil partnership.
Co-habiting couples have no
automatic right to a share of
each other’s estates – and there
is no such thing as a “common
law” husband or wife. So a Will
is the way!
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2. Choose your goals –
Families can be complicated –
and your will needs to reflect
your precise wishes. For
example, if you have children
from a previous relationship,
your priority may be to provide
for your current partner while
still ensuring your share of
the overall estate ultimately
ends up with your children.
Or you may want to provide
in your Will for someone with
a disability in a way that does
not interfere with their state
support. A solicitor can find
the best ways to ensure your
wishes are followed.
3. Don’t do it yourself – Socalled “DIY” Will kits may
seem like a tempting option
but their use could cause
problems in the future. High
Court statistics have shown
a recent rise in the number
of cases launched in relation

to disputed Wills – and the
use of off-the-shelf kits is
one possible reason. Wills
that are drafted without the
help of a professional can be
ambiguous, leading families
into disagreements about
the deceased’s intentions. A
solicitor may cost a little more,
but it is money well spent.
4. Keep up to date – Making
a Will at any stage of life is a
good idea – but bear in mind
that circumstances can change.
Children are born, couples
divorce, families can suffer
unexpected bereavements. Be
sure to regularly review the
arrangements you have made to
ensure they reflect your current
wishes, and update your Will if
necessary.
5. Choose wisely – There are
key decisions to make, such as
choosing the most appropriate
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people to act as your executors.
You solicitor will be able to help
with this. If children are involved
then you may also need to
choose someone to act as a
“testamentary guardian” to look
after their best interests.
6. Give gifts – If you know you
will be leaving a significant sum
to children or grandchildren it
may be best to give some away
while you are alive to reduce the
impact of Inheritance Tax. There
is an annual exemption that
allows you to give away £3,000
a year without any Inheritance
Tax implications – meaning a
married couple could together
give £6,000.
7. Trust in a trust – There
may be good reasons why you
would not want a child to come
into possession of a large sum
of money on his or her 18th
birthday. If you’d prefer that this

happened later – perhaps on a
21st or 25th birthday – then it
is possible to set up a trust to
leave the assets in the hands of
a responsible person. If there
are concerns you may also
consider a discretionary trust,
with trustees who decide who
the money goes to and how it
can be spent (for example they
may decide a sum should only
be used for rent or to buy a car).
8. Make an inventory – It’s
worth making a list of any
significant items of financial or
sentimental value, and perhaps
deciding how you would
like these to be distributed.
Remember also that these days
our assets are not just physical
– you may own digital music,
videos and photographs or have
money in accounts with online
retailers and utility companies.
Consider using a secure online
service to securely store logins
and passwords, which can be
passed on to your executors
after your death.
9. Be organised – One of
the biggest headaches after
a relative’s death is making

sure banks, utility companies,
insurance companies and so
on are informed. It’s a good idea
to keep a summary of direct
debits and contact numbers for
a relative to find. Leaving details
of your wishes for your funeral
can be a weight off the minds
of your relatives immediately
after your death. Consider a
pre-paid plan – if money is
tight this can help ease the
burden on relatives who may
otherwise have to pay up front
for a funeral and recover the
costs from your estate.
10. Power of attorney – As
well as considering what
happens after your death,
it’s worth being clear about
what should happen if you
are incapacitated and unable
to handle financial and legal
matters
yourself.
Choose
someone to have power of
attorney to act in your best
interests if you are unable to.
The power of attorney ends
when you die, in which case
the control of your finances
will shift to the executor, who
may or may not be the same
person.
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Guideline Hourly Rates

These discussions and this correspondence have not made
any material change to the position I was placed in last July –
there is no funding available from any source for undertaking
the sort of in-depth survey which the Civil Justice Council’s
Costs Committee and its expert advisers consider is required to
produce an adequate evidence base.
There is also considerable doubt that even if such funds were
forthcoming there would be sufficient numbers of firms willing
to participate and provide the level of detailed data required to
enable the Committee (and in turn myself) to produce accurate
and reasonable GHRs.
This exercise is not happening in a vacuum, and I am conscious
of a number of trends in the legal services market and other
factors that are rendering GHRs less and less relevant. They
include, but are not restricted to:
• advances in technology and business practices and models;
• the ever-increasing sub-specialization of the law which 		
is seeing the market increasingly dictate rates in some fields
(particularly commercial law);
• the judiciary’s use of proportionality as a driving principle in
assessing costs;
• the greater adoption of (and familiarity with) costs budgeting
amongst the judiciary and practitioners alike.
Not least, I hope, of such factors, is a trend towards the greater
use of fixed costs in litigation. I have long advocated their wider
application, and will continue to press this point to Ministers and
others in the hope that this important element of the Jackson
reforms is implemented.

The Rt Hon Lord Dyson
Master of the Rolls and Head of Civil justice
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Less relevance is not the same as no relevance, and I am
conscious that there are still many uses to which GHRs are put.
They remain an integral part of the process of judges making
summary assessments of costs in proceedings. They also form
a part, even if only a starting reference point, in the preparation
of detailed assessments. They also provide a yardstick for
comparison purposes in costs budgeting. I know that for some
smaller practices GHR also offer a rate to base practice charges
on, and to demonstrate to clients a national benchmark.
I am not therefore suggesting that the existing GHRs no longer
apply.
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I said at that time that I proposed to hold
discussions with the Law Society and the Government. I have
done so, and I have received a detailed written response from
the Law Society.

The existing rates will therefore remain in force for the
foreseeable future, and will remain a component in the
assessment of costs, along with the application by the judiciary
of proportionality and costs management.
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I

n July 2014 I published my conclusion
that I had no evidential base to make
any change to the exiting Guideline
Hourly Rates (GHRs), and they would
therefore be remaining at their current
rates, as originally set in 2010.
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